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Sweden’s Sara Hector wins the SkiWorldCup Kronplatz 2022 and is crowned 

“Princess of the Erta”. Petra Vlhova and Tessa Worley reach the podium while 

Italy’s former winner Federica Brignone gets fourth. 
 

 

With a brilliant second place after the first run, Sara Hector of Sweden lays the foundation for an 

astonishing victory in the second run. Superchampion Petra Vlhova (SVK) saves the second 

position right in front of last year’s winner Tessa Worley of France. Italy’s Federica Brignone 

conquers the fourth position as best local athlete. A crowd of 2.000 attended the race in San Vigilio 

di Marebbe-Kronplatz with great enthusiasm, enjoying a great show on a perfect track under a 

sunny sky.  

 

Petra Vlhova’s first run is one to be remembered: She is among the current dominators of the Ski 

Worldcup and delivers a flawless performance with bib 1. None of her rivals manage to keep up: 

Sara Hector (SWE) is beaten by +0.34, followed by an also very strong Mikaela Shiffrin by +0.59. 

The chasers finish the first run very close to the fastest, as Marta Bassino ITA, Maryna Gasienica-

Daniel POL, Federica Brignone ITA, Ragnhild Mowinckel NOR and Tessa Worley FRA keep their 

chances with maximum +0.82 of gap. The second run is therefore expected to be very thrilling. All 

other Italian racers did not make it into the second run. 

  

The suspense rises at the second run, with Ana Bucik from Slowenia jumping from rank 29 on rank 

9 with the best racing time in the second run. Later, Tessa Worley, the French ERTA-champion in 

charge sets her attack, beating Mowinckel, Brignone, Gasienica-Daniel, Bassino and Shiffrin in a 

row. Sara Hector of Sweden has to risk everything in the central part of the race, as she nearly 



drops, but nevertheless manages to complete her run within an incredible racing time. Even 

superstar Petra Vlhova isn’t able to beat the Swedish and becomes second in the final ranking.  

 

So far, the ERTA slope did not accept any athlete to win twice – will Brignone, Shiffrin, Worley and 

Hector try to attack again next time?  

 

First award for “Best Rookie” 

The Organising Committee has introduced a new award calling the highest bib qualified for the 

second run. The “Best Rookie” wins a 2000 Euros holiday voucher: It goes to Vanessa Kasper of 

Switzerland, who entered run two with bib 49. 

 

Final results: 

 

1) HECTOR Sara             SWE      2:03.63 

2) VLHOVA Petra            SVK      2:03.78  (+0.15) 

3) WORLEY Tessa           FRA      2:04.15  (+0.52) 

4) BRIGNONE Federica  ITA        2:04.20  (+0.57) 

5) SHIFFRIN Mikaela     USA       2:04.44  (+0.81) 

   

 

 

Statements: 

 

Sara Hector – winner – SWE 

“I’m very happy about my victory today, but I think I fully deserved it. In run 2 I had a very good 

position from where to launch the final attack and it worked perfectly. The slope was amazing, the 

weather also and switching from light into shadow is always tricky here. Everything worked for me 

and now I’m standing on the highest step of the podium with a crown on my head. The perfect 

day!”  

 

Danny Kastlunger – OC President  

“Though the pandemic has limited our possibilities to organize the World Cup Race, the 2000 

people audience has definitely brought good vibes this year. Congrats to all athletes and thanks for 

the show they gave us. I'd like to wish all the best to all ski champions who are going to fight for 

olympic medals in February” says Danny Kastlunger after his first race event as the chairman of the 

Organising Committee. “Now we hope that FIS and FISI reconfirm their trust in us, assigning the 

World Cup Race to Kronplatz also in the next years”, he states about the future of the ski World Cup 

at Kronplatz. 
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